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Mother earth, our mother earth. She was once full of happiness. Rivers, lakes, seas and wells. In this place many creatures dwell. Mother earth, our mother earth. No one understands its worth. People work with a lot of zeal. Only to make money for their meals. Mother earth, our mother earth. In the forests, we hear sweet birds chirp. Trees are cut one by one. But people on earth are planting none. Mother earth, our mother earth. Oh! Stop filling it with with dirt. We are destroying it no one other. Save our mother earth. By V. Harish - Chennai - India. Mother Earth To HOME PAGE. The indigenous peoples of California (known as Native Californians) are the indigenous inhabitants who have lived or currently live in the geographic area within the current boundaries of California before and after the arrival of Europeans. With over forty groups seeking to be federally recognized tribes, California has the second largest Native American population in the United States. The California cultural area does not conform exactly to the state of California's boundaries. Many tribes on the